15th January 2016

NAPHTHA GOES EAST
Employment of larger product carriers in the West is increasing and whilst the most noticeable gain
may be for LR1s trading on the UK Cont - West Africa route, LR2s are also being increasingly
employed on the Europe/Far East naphtha trade. This trade has grown in recent years on the back
of higher demand from Far Eastern petrochemical plants and for gasoline blending, providing a
boost to long haul trade flows.
The differential between European and Asian naphtha prices has supported arbitrage economics.
Back in 2011 the premium for Asian naphtha over European supplies stood at just $6/mt making the
economics less attractive, however since 2011 the pricing differential has widened considerably to
stand in excess of $30/mt at the time of writing. Therefore it is little surprise to see steady increases in
volumes over the same period. Back in 2011, just 8% of the naphtha imported into Asia came from
the West, today that figure is nearer 30%. This has meant that Western suppliers have eaten into the
market share of both the Middle East, and to a greater extent Asian suppliers. The Middle East still
provides between 45-50% of Asian naphtha demand, whilst intra-Asian trade has shrunk from 40% to
just 24% today. This is positive news for tanker owners, given that most of the intra-Asian trade has
been displaced by long haul imports from the Atlantic Basin. In terms of absolute volumes, the
increase in Europe to Asia naphtha trade has been far greater than the percentages indicate. Back
in 2008 the West provided little
more than 400,000 tonnes per
month, whereas in 2015 that figure
averaged nearly 1.7 million tonnes
per month. Despite the Middle
East being under pressure in terms
of market share, it too has
managed to increase volumes to
Asia as new refining capacity
boosted naphtha supplies in the
region; as a result, imports to Asia
from the Middle East increased
from 2.1 million tonnes per month
to nearly 2.8 million tonnes per
month over the same time period.
Putting aside short term developments, in the medium term the West is expected to remain long on
light distillates (gasoline/blending components and naphtha); whilst Asia is set to remain structurally
short. More West – East flows will therefore create excellent triangulation opportunities for product
tankers naturally open in the Atlantic, notably the LR1s and LR2s heading back East. With this
continuous growth in West / East product flows, it was little surprise to see the Baltic Exchange
introduce a new trial route: Mediterranean - Far East 80,000 tonnes (TC15) at the start of the year.
However, one has to be cautious as to the growth trajectory of this trade going forwards. Rather
than the supply of light distillates in the West being the issue, demand growth in the East might slow
or even stall. Over the past few years cracking capacity in the Far East has increased at a steady
pace. However, in the medium term, capacity additions are limited, whilst rationalisation to refining
capacity in Japan and slower growth in China could see demand growth pressured.

CRUDE
Middle East_________________________

Mediterranean_____________________

VLCC Charterers may well have been mulling
whether last week’s rates were low enough to go
bargain shopping, but quickly the retreat turned into
a full blown panic, as Owners stampeded to accept
almost anything on offer. Rates crumpled to under
ws 40 to the East, and a theoretical ws 25 to the
West (via cape) accordingly, yielding earnings of
under half those seen only two weeks ago. Now,
perhaps, a bottom has been more convincingly
reached, and now - perhaps - Charterers will indeed
go shopping for February in numbers...and that may
then - perhaps - provide enough momentum for
some re-inflation. Suezmaxes held a steadier line,
but had to allow some slippage, nonetheless, as
demand fell easily short of quite ample supply. Rates
eased to ws 77.5 East and to ws 39 to the West with
no clear sign of any early turnaround. Aframaxes
softened on a generally slow scene, and will remain
at, or a little under, 80,000 by ws 125 over the next
phase too.

No New Year sparks flying yet for Aframaxes here all very moribund at down to 80,000 by ws 97.5
(w2016) cross Med and merely hope for better times
for the time being. Suezmaxes also operated upon a
slow bell, in the main, and eased to 140,000 by ws 90
- ish from the Black Sea to European destinations.
There should be more action next week, and then
maybe a slight uptick could be engineered.

West Africa_________________________
Suezmaxes softened through the week towards the
bottom end of their recently wide range as
competition from Eastern ballasters weighed, and
cargo flows stuttered. By the weeks end, however,
there had been enough covert pruning for a
degree of balance to return, and Owners will now
hope for enough attention next week to move rates
up from the very low ws 70s to USGulf, and mid ws
70s to Europe. VLCCs had to take the hit hand in
hand with the AGulf, but retained some premiums
as insurance against a rebound over the longer
voyage duration. Rates to the East tickled ws 50 with
as low as $4.1 million seen for a run to East Coast
India.

Caribbean_________________________
Aframaxes moved up a gear on thinner early
availability, and reasonable enquiry to lead rates up
to 70,000 by ws 130 (ws2016) upcoast before stalling
at that level into the weekend. VLCCs moved
through a more turbulent patch with a degree of
fixing and failing, and enough tonnage on the fixing
window to provide the necessary competition to
puncture rates to $5.25 million to West Coast India,
and to $6.4 million to Singapore - refugees from as
far as even the Far East didn’t help either!

North Sea___________________________
No discernible change in the Aframax rate structure
here. Baltic fixing was steady enough, but it wasn’t
sufficient to achieve critical mass, and even the icier
conditions failed to really bolster nondescript rates
of 80,000 by ws 115 cross UKCont, and 100,000 by ws
97.5 from the Baltic (both on ws2016). VLCCs were
picked off at ever lower numbers to end at $5.4
million for fuel oil from Rotterdam to Singapore, and
could slip a little lower yet.

CLEAN PRODUCTS
East______________________________
LR rates have taken a hit this week in the AG. In
particular on the LR1s, where $1.85 million on
subjects for AG/Bra was followed by a $1.525
million for WCI/UKCont. The drop in rates on the
LR1s has subsequently brought down LR2 rates,
and $2.15 million to UKCont therefore comes as no
surprise. Although Eastern runs have stayed
relatively quiet, it is likely that rates will be
pressurised next week, with ample tonnage
available on both LR1s and LR2s. However, seeing
MRs in such a weak position, an increase in
market pace on the LRs is not guaranteed.
Following on from the hustle and bustle of week
one the hope of a momentum growing week was
short lived. By the middle of the week there had
been a softening across the market as the MRs yet
again found themselves in turbulent waters. With
this unsettling, rates have been tested as the week
progressed and AG/EAfr closes at ws 140 and
AG/UKCont took a slight dip to $975k. The shorter
voyages were also became a casualty of this
softening and a cross AG sits at the $170K level. A
moment of respite came for the Owners comes in
the way of low bunker prices, however, even with
low bunker Owners will be hoping for the tides to
start turning.

Mediterranean____________________
A consistently steady week of activity has
prevailed in the Mediterranean. Handies began
the week trading cross Mediterranean runs at 30 x
ws 180 with little premium if any achieved for ex
Black Sea runs. Charterers have played their cards
smartly. As the week has progressed, Owners have
been unable to apply pressure to rates. A few 30 x
ws 185 rates have been reported, but generally
levels remain steady at 30 x ws 180.

The more interesting development in the
Mediterranean is the increase in the movement of
product, particularly Gasoline to the Red Sea. This
week, Charterers have been busy fixing a handful
of MRs and LRs. MR levels towards the end of the
week have been able to achieve lump sum $900$925k basis discharge Jeddah. LRs are fixing trips
to AG at $1.6 million.

UK Continent_____________________
Throughout week 2 ,TC2 enquiry has remained
pretty modest as the gasoline arbitrage to the US
East Coast shut after a record build up in the
inventories. With enquiry levels down rates have
flirted around the 37 x ws 150-155 level. The real
talking point for MRs up on the Continent has
been the demand for reformate out in the East.
Rates started the week at around L/S $1.9 million
(basis Nantong) but through replacement
business rates have ended the week at L/S $2.1
million. The tonnage list began to tighten as a
number of ships were sent long and Cont/Waf
rates picked up and have ended the week at 37 x
ws 197.5.
In the Handy market enquiry continued to flow
into the marketplace and Owners have managed
to push the market up little by little and rates have
stabilised at the 30 x ws 180. Heading into next
week Charterers will have a firm eye on the ice
building in the Baltic and the market could see
further gains as ice class tonnage will start to claim
a premium.
The Flexi market started the week slowly as
Charterers were able to chip away some
worldscale points from Owners. As the week
materialised and more ships were employed
through COA business the list began to take
shape and Owners were able to push the market
back up to 22 x ws 200.

DIRTY PRODUCTS
Handy____________________________
Starting the week with rather more optimism
compared to where we finish it is fair to say Owners
had rather more requirement to look at during the
opening stages of the week, and where inactivity
followed - the door became ajar for Charterers to
attempt to lower freight levels. As such, the week
has finished softer with levels from ice bound zones
edging below ws 190.
On the Med a similar tune bellowed, as with
numerous units sat spot able to make an array of
fixing windows Charterers have managed to force a
competitive edge into the market. Looking ahead,
and with units facing idle time over the weekend this
sector could get worse before recovery is seen.

MR______________________________
The North continues to display non-functioning type
characteristics where a shortened tonnage list is
matched only with infrequency of demand. The
few requirements evident this week have largely
shown invariance to fixing levels between periods of

inactivity (assuming like for like voyages are
compared).
In the Med numbers have been on a sliding scale
where the tonnage lists showed a degree of
frontend imbalance coming into the week.
Additionally owners found that numbers faced
further pressure from a poor performing surrounding
handy sector, meaning alternate employment was
weaning should they pass up the opportunity of a
natural size.

Panamax_________________________
Coming into week two this sector continued to
enjoy drip fed requirement where although the
majority of natural tonnage had been removed
(week 1), Conditions in the US failed to provide the
much needed spark in bringing around any
momentum to press for higher earnings. States side,
levels remained flat with some Owners looking to
escape the region which In turn this has provided
relief for Charterers looking to cover front haul
transatlantic moves.
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